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Abstract. We present a system that visualizes the evolution of the service pro-
vided by one of the most popular root name servers, called K-root, operated by
the RIPE Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC) and distributed in several
locations (instances) worldwide. The system can be used either to monitor what
happened during a prescribed time interval or to observe the status of the ser-
vice in near real-time. The system visualizes how and when the clients of K-root
migrate from one instance to another, how the number of clients associated with
each instance changes over time, and what are the instances that contribute to
offer the service to a selected Internet Service Provider. In addition, the visual-
ization aims at distinguishing usual from unusual operational patterns. This helps
not only to improve the quality of the service but also to spot security-related
issues and to investigate unexpected routing changes.

1 Introduction

A computer that needs to know the IP address which corresponds to a domain name
sends a query to a name server. Hence, all Internet Server Providers (ISPs) make one
or more name servers available to their customers in order to answer their requests.

A name server that receives a query executes a resolution process. The resolution
computes an answer to the query by iteratively querying other name servers and quite
often requires to send a query to special name servers called root name servers or simply
root servers. For this reason root servers are a critical part of the Internet. They receive
hundreds of thousands of queries per second and must answer immediately. Currently,
there are 13 root servers, identified by a letter from A to M and operated by different
organizations, e.g. A by VeriSign, B by USC, and C by Cogent. A name server selects
its favorite root servers according to its query optimization policies.

For resiliency and efficiency reasons, each root server is implemented with comput-
ers spread across several locations distributed worldwide. Each location is an instance.
Currently each root server has from 1 to 70 instances, e.g., A has 6 instances, F has 49,
and K has 18. While a name server can freely select a root server for each of its queries,
it cannot select the specific instance that will answer it. The instance is selected by a
widely adopted mechanism called anycast, which leaves the responsibility of choosing
the topologically nearest instance to the current status of the Internet routing. Hence, a
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name server of a certain provider that sends a sequence of queries to a root server, say
K-root, can have that each of the queries is answered by a different instance, according
to the current status of the routing. This has consequences both from the point of view
of the name server and from the point of view of the root server. The first can experi-
ence fluctuations of the elapsed service time, while the latter can suffer changes in the
distribution of the workload among the instances.

The purpose of this work is to visualize the evolution of the service provided by one
of the most popular root servers, called K-root. It is operated by the RIPE Network Co-
ordination Centre (RIPE NCC) that is one of five Regional Internet Registries providing
Internet resource allocations, registration services and coordination activities that sup-
port the operation of the Internet globally. The visualization can be activated either to
monitor what happened during a prescribed time interval or to check the status of the
service in near real-time. We visualize how and when name servers (that are the clients
of the root server) migrate from one instance to another, how the number of clients as-
sociated with each instance changes over time, and which is the status of the service
offered to a certain ISP. In addition, the visualization aims at distinguishing usual from
unusual operational patterns. This helps not only to improve the quality of the service
but also to spot security-related issues and to investigate unexpected routing changes.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the adopted visualization
metaphor. In Section 3 we present the layout algorithm used in our system. In Section 4
we give technical details and briefly address user feedbacks. In Section 5 we compare
our system with the existing literature. Concluding remarks are in Section 6.

2 Selecting a Metaphor

The choice of the visualization metaphor and of the interaction features of our system
comes from an intensive discussion with the RIPE NCC, aimed at collecting the most
important visualization requirements for the K-root service. It comes out that the crucial
need is to visualize how and when clients migrate from one instance to another. The
concept of migration can be defined as follows. Let u, v be a pair of instances. We say
that a client migrates from u to v during interval t′, t′′ (t′ < t′′) if its last request of
service before time t′ is asked to u and its last request of service before time t′′ is asked
to v. To give an idea of the migration phenomenon, in 24 hours of normal operation
about 50, 000 clients issue a service request to more than one instance.

Further, migrations are not all the same. There are pairs u, v of instances such that
migrating from u to v or vice versa is considered usual by the operators. For example,
u and v are placed in network locations that have high connectivity between them, or
the Internet routing frequently oscillates moving clients form u to v or vice versa. There
are other migrations that are considered unusual, like for example those involving pairs
of instances in places with very poor connectivity between them. Unusual migrations
can put in evidence suspicious activities, misconfigurations, or large-scale faults. Given
a pair of instances u, v, deciding if u, v is subject to usual or unusual migration is
knowledge that comes from the RIPE NCC experts and is subject to change over time,
with a frequency that is much lower than the one of the migrations.

An example of chart currently used by RIPE NCC to visualize the distribution of
queries to the instances of the K-root service is in Fig. 1.a. Note that it does not provide
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any migration information, while the operators need to perceive unusual migration pat-
terns keeping in the background usual migration behaviors. For this reason we define a
migration graph. Its vertices are the instances and there is an edge (u, v) if migrating
from u to v or vice versa is considered usual. Hence, given a pair u, v of instances sub-
ject to a migration, if (u, v) is an edge, then the migration is considered usual, otherwise
it is considered unusual.

A second requirement is to visualize the relative weight of instances, giving an im-
mediate perception of the number of clients they serve. Also, it is required to visualize
how this weight is related to the migrations. More generally, there is the need to visu-
alize the evolution of the service over time, both within a prescribed time interval, for
ex-post analysis, and in near real-time. This requirement is extremely challenging, not
only from the visualization perspective, but also because of the very high volumes of
involved data: K-root receives about 20, 000 queries per second.

Finally, there is the need of understanding what happens to the queries issued by a
specific Internet Service Provider (ISP). As an example, consider the main name servers
that provide the name resolution service to the customers of an ISP. It is interesting to
observe which K-root instances answer their queries and how this evolves over time.

Motivated by the above requirements we adopt a geographic map metaphor, which is
quite appropriate for describing migrations. The service offered by K-root is represented
as a map. Each instance is a country and its size is roughly proportional to the current
number of its clients. Two countries are adjacent if the corresponding instances are
usually exchanging clients, i.e. are adjacent in the migration graph. The map changes
over time as follows: 1. countries change their size according to the fluctuations in the
number of their clients, 2. usual migration flows are pictured as bubbles traversing the
boundaries of adjacent countries, and 3. unusual migration flows are highlighted with
impact graphics as bridges across the countries.

One might object that a few migration graphs can be represented with our metaphor.
In fact, if: 1. vertices are represented as planar regions with disjoint interiors, 2. vertices
are adjacent in the graph iff they share a point in the map, and 3. no four regions meet at
a point, then only planar graphs can be represented. However, following [6], we remove
from our metaphor the emphasized condition. Hence, we can represent a much wider
class of graphs as migration graphs. Such graphs are called planar map graphs in [6],
and they can contain up to 27n maximal cliques in a graph with n vertices.

Fig. 1 shows the system in action. Fig. 1.b shows the map at a certain instant. The
green, light blue, orange, red, and yellow countries (corresponding to the main in-
stances) share a point, and hence they are a clique. The other figures show several
snapshots of an animation: Fig. 1.c shows how countries have different sizes in differ-
ent instants. Fig. 1.d shows how we represent usual migration flows. Fig. 1.e shows the
bridges that appear to emphasize unusual migration flows. Fig. 1.f shows how the name
servers of a well known ISP are distributed among the instances. Each circle represents
a group of name servers of that ISP with size proportional to their number.

Of course, the selected metaphor is not the only possible choice. Alternatives have
been investigated and screened out for different reasons. As a first example, we could
visualize the service on a real geographical map, since the actual coordinates of each
instance are known. We discard this choice for several reasons: 1. Even if instances have
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a geographical location, the choice done by the clients is largely independent on the
geography, 2. The (usual and unusual) migration patterns are also largely independent
on the geography, and 3. Combining the geographical data with the (usual and unusual)
migration patterns leads to information cluttering. Alternatively, we could visualize the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of the queries among the K-root instances. (b) The map at a certain instant.
The animation: (c) Countries have different sizes in different instants. (d) Usual migration flows.
(e) Unusual migration flows. (f) The name servers of a well known ISP.
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migration graph with vertices and edges. Although it would be easy to give to each
vertex an area that is proportional to its importance (see a historical example in [5]), it
would be difficult to give different emphasis to usual and unusual migrations. Further,
the reason behind edges having different lengths would result obscure and misleading
for the user.

3 The Algorithm

The algorithm that supports our visualization framework takes as input a migration
graph G and a sequence of time instants t1, . . . , tk, where t1, tk is the time interval of
interest and t2, . . . , tk−1 depend on the adopted sampling unit. We assume that G is
connected. If not, each connected component is considered separately. The algorithm
constructs an animation describing the behavior of the clients in the sequence of time
instants t1, . . . , tk. We denote by ct(v) the number of clients whose last request of
service before time t is asked to instance v. Given a time interval t′, t′′, the number of
migrants associated with u, v at t′, t′′, denoted mt′,t′′(u, v), is the number of distinct
clients that migrate from u to v during t′, t′′. We denote the flow between u and v as
ft′,t′′(u, v) = max(0, mt′,t′′(u, v) − mt′,t′′(v, u)).

The algorithm is composed by two phases: the Preprocessing and the Animation,
that is repeated for each ti. The Preprocessing is composed of three steps:

1. Check if G is a map graph. If yes, then construct its backbone, i.e. a planar graph
obtained from G by substituting some of its cliques with stars. If not, edges are
removed until G is a map graph. Compute a planar topology for the backbone.

2. Find a straight-line drawing of the backbone preserving its planar topology, such
that each vertex v has a surrounding “free area” that is roughly proportional to the
average of ct(v) in t1, . . . , tk.

3. Construct a constrained Delaunay triangulation, called skeleton, of the drawing
found in the previous step. The skeleton will be used as the underlying graph during
the entire animation.

The animation is performed for each interval ti, ti+1 and is composed of two steps:

4. Draw the skeleton: i.e. construct a planar straight-line drawing of the skeleton pre-
serving its topology, such that for each vertex v its incident faces can be split to
determine an area surrounding v roughly proportional to cti+1(v).

5. Draw the map: Construct a drawing of the map at time ti+1 and compute the ani-
mation from ti to ti+1.

In Step 1 we check if G(V, E) is a map graph. If yes, then we construct a planar embed-
ded backbone. The backbone is obtained from G by removing the edges of a suitable
set of cliques and substituting the edges of each of such cliques with a star connecting
a new vertex to the vertices of the clique. More formally, let v1, . . . , vk be the vertices
of a clique whose edges are removed. Such edges are replaced with a new vertex c and
by edges (v1, c), . . . , (vk, c). An example where the map graph is the one of Fig. 1.b
is presented in Fig. 2.a and Fig. 2.b. In [25] it is shown that testing if a graph is a map
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Fig. 2. (a) Migration graph for K-root. A clique of size 5 is highlighted with thick edges. (b)
Backbone obtained substituting the clique with a star, centered at the grey vertex.

graph can be done in polynomial time. However, in [7] it is argued that the exponent
of the polynomial bounding its running time from above is about 120. This makes it
impractical to use the algorithm in [25]. Hence, we use a simple heuristic that works as
follows. We first check if G is planar. If yes, we are done. Otherwise, we look in G for a
maximal clique with the algorithm in [4], that is known to be efficient in practice. Then,
we replace the clique with a star and perform again the planarity testing. This is repeated
until either the obtained graph is planar or until no clique is found. If we are not able
to find a backbone for G, then we remove the edge (u, v) with the smallest number of
migrations in the given time interval, i.e. such that

∑k−1
i=1 fti,ti+1(u, v) + fti,ti+1(v, u)

is minimized, and repeat the process. The removed edges correspond to migration pat-
terns that we can consider less interesting. It is also possible to involve RIPE NCC ex-
perts in this process, identifying and discarding less interesting migration patterns with
their help.

Step 2 is devoted to find a straight-line drawing of the backbone, such that each
vertex has a surrounding free area that is roughly proportional to the average area it
will have during the animation. To perform this step we use a spring embedder [26] that
preserves the given planar topology (see, e.g., [11]). Each vertex v has a positive charge

w(v) equal to
∑ k

i=1 cti
(v)

k and each edge (u, v) is a spring with preferred length equal

to
√

w(u)+
√

w(v)√
π

, that is the sum of the radii of two circles of area w(u) and w(v).
Step 3 adds an additional set of edges E′ to the drawing of the backbone, transform-

ing it into a maximally triangulated planar drawing. Such edges are needed to easily
morph the geographical map in Step 5. All edges in the subset A = E′ \ E are marked
as additional. For this purpose we use a constrained Delaunay triangulation, in order
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Fig. 3. (a) Costruction of the country border for a vertex that is not on the convex hull. Big white
circles represent vertices of the skeleton. For each edge (u, v), a small grey circle represents
the point euv . For each triangle Δ(u, v, z), a small black circle represents the point puvz. (b)
Costruction of the country border for a vertex on the convex hull. (c) Three possible cases of
construction of the country border with additional edges. For each additional edge (u, v), two
small white circles represent the points du and dv .

to maximize the angles between adjacent edges in the resulting graph. This is useful to
give more degrees of freedom to the spring embedder used in Step 4.

In Step 4 the layout of the skeleton is modified to make it suitable for the con-
struction of the map at any instant t of t1, . . . , tk. To achieve this, a spring embed-
der is used where charges and preferred spring lengths change over time (see, e.g.,
[12]). Its initial setting is similar to the one explained for Step 2: each vertex v has
a positive charge w(v) that is equal to ct(v), while each edge (u, v) is a spring with

preferred length equal to
√

w(u)+
√

w(v)√
π

. The layout evolves with an additional con-
straint: consider the angle ûvz that is spanned in the external face by each triplet of
vertices u, v, z that are consecutive on the convex hull. The condition ûvz > π is en-
sured. Moreover, positive charges (vertices) and springs (edges) are constantly updated
to increase the precision of the map. Each triangle Δ(v1, v2, v3) with area denoted by
A(Δ(v1, v2, v3)) is split such that each of its vertices vi is assigned an area denoted by
A(Δ(v1, v2, v3), vi) = A(Δ(v1, v2, v3))

ct(vi)
ct(v1)+ct(v2)+ct(v3)

. Hence, given the set of
triangles Fv with a common vertex v, the positive charge of v is regularly updated with

w(v)′ = α
2π

ct(v)2∑
i∈Fv

A(i,v) , where α is the angle spanned by Fv (which is different from

2π only for the vertices of the external face). Spring lengths are updated accordingly

with
√

w(u)′+
√

w(v)′√
π

.

In Step 5 the map is computed, based on the skeleton. Each edge (u, v) is split at
a point euv such that ueuv/ct(u) = euvv/ct(v). Then, for each triangle Δ(u, v, z) a
point puvz is found such that the polygons (u, euv, puvz, ezu), (v, evz , puvz, euv) and
(z, ezu, puvz , evz) have areas respectively proportional to ct(u), ct(v) and ct(z). It is
easy to prove that puvz always lies inside triangle Δ(euv, evz , ezu).

For each vertex v that is not on the convex hull, consider the related set of triangles
Fv = Δ(u1, v, u2), Δ(u2, v, u3), . . . , Δ(ulast, v, u1) surrounding v in clockwise order.
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The country border for v is the closed polygon (eu1v, pu1vu2 , eu2v, pu2vu3 , . . . , eulastv,
pulastvu1). See Fig. 3.a for details.

Vertices on the convex hull are handled in a different way. Note that, for graphs with
at least three vertices, each of such vertices v has two neighbors u and z on the con-
vex hull. We call Fv = Δ(z, v, u1), Δ(u1, v, u2), . . . , Δ(ulast, v, u) the set of triangles
surrounding v. The angle ûvz that is spanned in the external face is always greater than
π, as explained in Step 4. As a consequence, v can get an area on the external face that
is only bounded by the line s orthogonal to (u, v) passing through euv and the line r or-
thogonal to (v, z) passing through evz . Given the area value R = ct(v)−∑

i∈Fv
A(i, v),

we build the polygon (v, euv, e′uv, o, e
′
vz, evz) whose area is R, where e′uv lies on line

s, e′vz lies on line r and o lies on the external face. Hence, the country border for v
is the closed polygon (evz , pzvu1 , eu1v, pu1vu2 , . . . , eulastv, pulastvu, euv, e

′
uv, o, e

′
vz).

See Fig. 3.b for an illustration. Finally, connected graphs with less than 3 vertices are
easily converted into maps assigning circle-like country borders to each vertex.

Once all the country borders have been computed, the animation is performed. The
geographical map evolves from its previous state with a linear morphing preserving
adjacencies at any time. Usual migrations between countries are represented as bubbles
traversing the border at randomly chosen points. Unusual migrations are represented
as bridges connecting two countries, with bubbles traversing them. The size of bubbles
and bridges reflects the amount of clients flowing from one country to another.

Apart from the main algorithm described above, a number of expedients are imple-
mented to obtain a map that looks better and fully represents the underlying data. First,
country borders are represented with Bézier curves where possible. This helps to give
a natural look to the map. Second, at the end of Step 3, each vertex v in the skeleton
that represents an instance and has degree δ(v) greater than a threshold Tδ is replaced
with a path of m = � δ(v)

Tδ
� consecutive vertices. Each of them is assigned ct(v)

m clients
and retains a fraction of the original adjacencies, with degree lower than Tδ. This helps
finding better layouts for the skeleton graph in Step 4. The country border for such a
path of vertices is computed as the symmetric difference between their borders. Finally,
edges added in Step 3 and marked as additional are later handled in a different way.
In particular, the spring embedder used in Step 4 assigns a fixed additional length D to
springs representing additional edges. During the construction of the map (Step 5), two
points du and dv are found on each additional edge (u, v) together with euv, such that
udu/ct(u) = dvv/ct(v) and udu + dvv +D = uv. Then the construction of the border
is slightly different with respect to the one explained in Step 5. For each edge (u, v)
marked as additional, the two vertices u and v respectively choose du and dv as bound-
ary points, instead of euv. In this way countries that are not adjacent in the graph do not
share boundary points in the map. Note that for each triangle Δ(u, v, z) the point puvz

is still shared by country borders for vertices u, v and z. This inconsistency is removed
in practice using Bézier curves. See Fig. 3.c for an illustration.

4 Technical Aspects and User Feedback

Our visualization framework has been implemented as a Web application, composed of
a Javascript front-end and a server written in Java. It relies on Google Web Toolkit,
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a framework for the creation of Web applications. It makes use of a cross-browser
Javascript library for vector graphics called Raphaël, based on the Scalable Vector
Graphics format. This implies that images and snapshots can be zoomed and exported
without loss of quality (see Fig. 1 for an example). A demo of the application is avail-
able online at http://dia.uniroma3.it/~squarcel/visual-k/.

An associative map is kept in memory to store the current state of each client, in-
cluding the instance that answered its last query. At regular time intervals all the new
queries received by K-root are analyzed to detect usual and unusual migrations. These
are translated into an animation step and are later used to update the associative map.

We performed a stress test using a full trace of queries received by all the K-root
instances during a 48-hour time window. Even focusing on the minimal amount of
information needed, in the form of a triplet (timestamp, client id, instance id), the
volume of data is impressive (around 200 Gigabytes) and poses a challenge for the
creation of a scalable system. We ran the stress test on a laptop with a 2.4 GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor and 4 GB of RAM. The results show that our framework can
handle an update rate between 10 and 15 seconds, including both the analysis of query
data and the generation of the corresponding geographical map. The result is of course
expected to improve on more powerful hardware. Hence, although such an approach is
not strictly real-time, it represents an approximation that satisfies the operational needs.

The system has two types of potential users: (1) the RIPE NCC DNS Services staff
and (2) the vast audience of ISPs that could benefit of knowing what instances serve
their clients. The system has been designed cooperating with the users of type (1). Their
participation to the design process allowed to precisely focus on the requirements. As an
example, during the interactions the users gave a negative evaluation of a first version of
the migration graph where both usual and unusual migration patterns were represented
using country adjacencies. This allowed to devise the current version of the graph. It
is particularly interesting to use the system together with BGPlay [8]: once an unusual
migration is spotted, BGPlay can be used to check if there is a correlation with some
routing change. About users of type (2), the possibility of putting the system at their
disposal depends on the future policies of the RIPE NCC. In fact, the logs of queries
are strictly confidential and an anonymization policy is currently being discussed.

5 State of the Art

The problem of using geographical maps to visualize non-geographical information has
been extensively studied. In this section we provide a brief overview of the literature,
focusing on similarities and differences with our approach.

A methodological reference is provided by the cognitive study in [13]. It identi-
fies four semantic primitives to be used when representing information entities with
a geographical metaphor. Boundaries: discontinuities in the information space can be
represented with borders. Aggregate: homogeneous zones preferably represent homo-
geneous entity types. We use aggregate and boundaries to group clients using the same
instance and to separate such groups, respectively. Loci: information items preferably
have a meaningful location in the information space. We put side-by-side instances that
are expected to share clients. Trajectories: semantic relationships between information
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entities at different locations can be shown with paths or routes. We exploit different
types of trajectories to represent migrations.

There are at least two systems whose features are similar to ours: GMap and BGPlay
Island. GMap [19] visualizes clustered graphs with geographical maps. After deter-
mining the layout of the graph with a force directed approach, clusters of nodes are
detected according to their relative distance. A cluster is represented with one or more
geographical regions. GMap produces maps that look very similar to our maps. How-
ever, its target is quite different from ours: 1. if two vertices are connected by an edge
it is not guaranteed that they have a common boundary, 2. if two vertices have a com-
mon boundary is not guaranteed that they are connected by an edge, and 3. GMap is
not meant to visualize maps whose borders evolve over time. Using the terminology
of [13] we can say that in [19] the aggregate primitive prevails over the others. BGPlay
Island [9] extends the widely used BGPlay routing visualization system [8] and uses a
topographic metaphor to show hierarchies of Internet Service Providers (ISPs). How-
ever, BGPlay Island uses the metaphor of a terrain map rather than the one of a political
map and the most stressed primitive of [13] is the locus one.

Other related literature is the one on cartograms. Area cartograms are drawings de-
rived from standard geographical maps, where each country is deformed so that its area
is proportional to a variable specific of that country, e.g. its population. The deforma-
tion process should preserve the original shape as much as possible. The idea behind
cartograms is very close to our map metaphor, which in fact can be seen as an area
cartogram derived from an imaginary world. Many algorithms for computing area car-
tograms are available in the literature (see, for example, [15,17,21]). However, their
attempt to preserve the original shape is irrelevant in our setting, since our countries
do not have a prescribed shape. Also, they have high computational time, which makes
them unsuited for a real-time monitoring tool. In [21] the latter issue is tackled with an
algorithm that can be parallelized, but, unfortunately, results are exposed to inaccuracy
(e.g. overlap between countries). Recent approaches [27,10,18,22,1,3,2] for the compu-
tation of area cartograms tend to keep the countries in their original locations but give
them a regular shape, like a rectangle or a “T” or and “L”. However, the more regular the
shapes are, the less graphs can be represented. Further, none of the above results takes
into account scenarios that include planar map graphs. Finally, the computed layouts
are sometimes hard to read and therefore not suitable for an intuitive visualization.

Voronoi diagrams represent an option for partitioning information spaces into sep-
arate regions. In [23] the authors introduce an adaptive version of the multiplicatively
weighted Voronoi diagram [20], where each vertex in a graph is assigned a closed region
with prescribed area. Similarly to Voronoi diagrams, however, adjacencies between re-
gions depend on geometric proximity. Hence the solution is not compatible with the
notion of adjacency graph.

In a recent work [14] it is shown that planar graphs can be represented with adjacent
convex hexagons. Such shapes could be a valid alternative for our scope. We think that
it is possible to modify the proposed algorithm to represent also planar map graphs,
using polygons with more sides and loosing the convexity. However, the problem of
assigning prescribed areas to the shapes seems difficult to be addressed.
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A previous attempt at visualizing the activity of Internet services, including K-root,
is in [16]. Sets of clients sending requests to the same instance are located on a real
geographical map and a coordinate centroid is computed. Then a circle is displayed,
centered at the centroid and composed of wedges that represent the amount, distribution
and latency of clients. Such a tool differs from our approach, in that it is meant to
visualize static snapshots of the service, not focusing on the migrations of clients.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a system for the visualization of the behaviour of the K-root DNS
name server. It relies on a map metaphor that uses an animation to show the migration
of clients among the instances that compose the server.

While in [24] it is argued that animations are not generally suitable to convey in-
formation on trends in data visualization, it is also argued that they are quite useful to
create a visualization that is appealing to the user. At the same time, a real-time moni-
toring tool necessarily deals with the evolution of the underlying data. In our framework
we find a reasonable balance between the two needs, using graphical elements that are
independent on the animation. A static snapshot of each step of the animation contains
all the information we want to visualize, as Fig. 1 clearly shows. The animation is only
needed to gracefully link two consecutive steps, helping the user to focus on the context.

There are several future research directions that can be undertaken. One would be
to deploy our system to other root servers. Such a step is technically easy, but it has
drawbacks from the organizational point of view, since logs of queries are strictly con-
fidential and dealing with them requires an adequate agreement. Another interesting
possibility would be to apply the same techniques to other Internet services based on
anycast. One possible example, mostly interesting nowadays, is the IPv6 6to4 Relay
Routing Service, devised to facilitate the transition between IPv4 and IPv6.
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